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Thi s p a per ~I esc ri b?s furthe r experi ments. on t he ! nteraction between a gyro dis t urbin g 
wave and a n o bli q uely IIl clde nt lI'anted wa ve 111 t he m g ht t ime lower E region . T he res ul ts 
fully confirm t hose reported some years ago con cernin g t he enhanced effect at t he gyro 
fr equency. Average values of Gv of about 800 sec- 1 w;,re ob tained, wi th a heig ht va ri a tio n 
co nSistent with a scale height of Lhe order of 8 kill . rhe eff ects of m u lt i path inLe rfere nce 
aud t he proble m of the e ne rgy loss factor G a re deseribedi n t he a ppendi xes. 

1. Introduction 

This paper describes an experimen tal study of 
gyro in ter action in t he ionosphere carried ou t in 
Australia several years ago by the au thor , 
R. A. Smi th , and V. A. Bailey. Some resul ts in 
an earlier par t of this study were repor ted briefly 
by Bailey et aL [1952]. We presen t here an account 
of further experimen ts, wi th impro ved precision, 
that were made following this early work . The 
experimen ts wer e designed primarily to test the gyro 
resonance effect predicted by Bailey, and were carried 
out at night using a pulsed gyro disturbing wave 
and an obliquely inciden t wan ted wave. 

'l~he resonance effect in gyro in teraction depends 
in par t on the well-known resonance in the absorption 
of the extraordinary componen t of the disturbing 
wave at the gyr ofl'equency and in par t on the path 
of the wan ted wave in the disturbed region. The 
phenomenon was analysed in detail by Bailey [1937, 
1938]. Although the full mat hematical descrip tion 
is somewhat complex, the basic physical ideas can 
be presented quite simply as follows. Because of 
the very high absorption near the gyrofrequency 
t he energy in the extraordinary component of the 
disturbing waITe is practically all absorbed after it 
has traveled some 6 or 7 km upward into the night
t ime ionosphere. 'l'he region of the ionosphere in 
which the electron energy IS perturbed thus consists 
of a r elatively thin horizontal slab, above the dis
t urbing transmi t ter, of fairly large horizontal ex ten t. 
The increase in electron energy within this slab is 
much greater than that which would be produced 
in the same region by a wave of the same power 
whose frequency is far removed from the gyro
frequency. The way in which the energy I absorbed 
per uni t volum e in the slab varies with frequency 
and wi th height in the slab is shown in figure l. At 
the lower heigh ts the curves have a rn aximum at the 
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gyrofrequency; at greater heigh ts there is a sub
sidiary minimum here because the wave has been 
severely attenuated before i t reaches these heights. 
The curves in figure 1 ha \re been computed, for 
purposes of illustration only, for a typical model of 
the lower nigh t time ionosphere in which t he electron 
density N and collision frequency v vary wi th heigh t 
as 

N = N o exp (O.8h) and v= 1.2 X 106 exp (- O.16h), 

where h is the heigh t in kil ometers meits ured from 
an arbi tra ry base heigh t- the bottom of Lhe slab
at which No is taken as 1 electron cm- 3 . 

'Wh en a W~U1 ted wave travels horizontally t hrough 
the slab at a given heigh t, the modulation that it 
acquires over an elem en t of its path length varies 
with disturbing frequency in t he same manner as 
t he curve in figure 1 th at corresponds to that heigh t. 
Because the wanted wave tak es a fini te t ime to pass 
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FIe L' RE 1. T he energy [ (in arbitm ry units) abs01'bed pel' 'unit 
volume oJ the ionospheTe as a funct'ion of the f requency, in 
M cis, oj the disturbing wave in the vicinity oJ the gyrofl'equency, 
computed for a model nighttime ionosphere, at various heights 
above the base of the ionosphere . 



through the disturbed region the phase of the modula
tion acquired over each successive element of path 
changes as the wave proceeds. But provided that the 
time to traverse the whole path is small compared 
with the time variation of the collision frequency, 
this phase change will be small and may be neglected. 
Further, the path within the slab is not exactly 
horizontal in practice but is slightly concave down
wards and so the wave acquires its modulation over 
a nalTow range of heights with the slab. The result 
of this is that the impressed modulation corresponds 
to average values of the ionospheric properties over a 
nalTOW height range, rather than to values at a 
sharply defined height. For the very obliquely propa
gated wanted wave used in the experiments this 
height range is probably two or three kilometers. 

From the foregoing it will be seen th at a large 
amount of modulation can be impressed on a wanted 
wave by a gyro disturbing wave when the wanted 
wave travels nearly horizon tally through the slab 
and so has a long path length in the distlll'bed region. 
It is this combinatio n of a gyro disturbing wave, with 
its concentrated and strongly frequency-dependent 
effect, and an appropriate trajectory for the wanted 
wave, that gives rise to the "resonance" in gyro 
interaction. This situation should be contrasted 
with those in which (i) an oblique wanted wave is 
reflected well above the slab and (ii) a vertically 
incident wanted WfLve is reflected above the height 
where most of the energy has been absorbed from the 
disturbing wave. In neither of t hese situations would 
one expect to observ e a large effect at the gyro
frequency or a marked dependence on disturbing 
frequency. 

2. Experimental Details 

In the experiments described here t he wanted 
transmitter was located at Brisbane and radiated a 

continuous wave. The wanted wave was received 
at Katoomba, west of Sydney and 720 km south of 
Brisbane. The disturbing transmitter was located at 
Armidale on t he mid-point between wanted trans
mitter and receiver. It radiated rectangular pulses 
on a frequency that was variable about the gyro
frequency. D etails of the transmitters are as follows: 

liVanted transmitter: Continuous wave, frequency 
590 kc/s, power 10 kW. Disturbing transmitter: 
Pulse length 1 millisecond, pulse repetition 
frequency 40 per second, peak power 36 k,V, 
frequency variable in steps of 30 kc/s from 1390 
to 1690 kc/s, half-wave dipole antenna. Local 
gyrofrequency at height of 90 km is 1530 kc/s, 
magnetic dip angle is 60 0 . 

Observations were made between 0100 and 0220 
hours. The bandwid th of the wanted-wave receiver 
was sufficiently wide to avoid distorting the pulse 
modulation acquired by the wanted wave. Auto
matic gain control was used in the receiver and a 
meter was incorporated in the A.G.C. circuit to 
indicate the strength of the received signal. 

The disturbing transmi tter was switched on for 
one minute on each of the 13 frequencies from 1390 to 
1690 kc/s in succession, with a blank interval of one 
minute between each disturbing radiation. During 
this blank interval the wanted carrier was modulated 
for 30 seconds at its tr ansmitter with an 80 cis 
sinusoid al signal to a depth of 5 percent. This 
sinusoidal modulation provided a calibration for the 
measurement of the depth of t he modulation im
pressed on the wanted carrier by interaction. 

The rectified output of the receiver was applied to 
the vertical deflection plates of an oscilloscope and 
t he length of the trace photographed on horizontally
moving film. Examples of the records obtained are 
shown in figures 2a and 2b. Records of this type 
yielded the amplitude of the impressed modulation 
as a function of the disturbing frequency. 

FIG U RE 2a. The amplitude of modulation impressed on wanted wave (long portion) and of the calibration sinusoidal modulation 
(short portions), recon led on moving fi lm . 

T his recor d is typical of those obtained when fading was absent. 

FIGURE 2b . Si milar record to figure 2a obtained when muitipath fading occurs . 
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The rectified ou tput was also displayed on a second 
oscilloscop e wi th linear sweep and photographed at 
in tervals of 3 or 6 seconds. The signal strength was 
a lso recorded on this photograph . Figure 3 is a 
typical picture of the display. The upper t race 
hows the increase and decay of the incremental 

absorp tion of th e wanted wave and hence of th e 
electron collision frequency. The sh ape of these 
pulses was used to obtain the t ime constant for th e 
change in collision frequency. The lower trace 
shows the disturbing pulse which was received 
d irec tly on a separat e receiver after reflection from 
t he ionosphere , together with numerous multiple 
refl ections. This trace plays no essential part in 
the observations and was used merely to monitor the 
disturbing transmitter . 

The disturbing t ransmitter was correctly m atched 
to the antenna at each frequency in turn, and the 
an tenna curren t measured wi th calibrated meters. 
T he various m atching and coupling settings at the 
transmitter had been determined by prior cftlibra
t ion. Th e power actually r adiated was calculated 
from the an tenna curren t and the measured radiation 
resistftnce at each frequen cy. 

3 . Experimental Resonance Curves 

Because of the effects of multipath fading, mean
ingful measurements of th e amplitude or interaction 
can only b e m ade when the received wan ted wave 
consists solely of the ray th at has been refl ected in 
the vicinity of the disturbed region . Fluctuation of 
the ampli tude of the rectified pulse on the wan ted 
wave and occasional inversions or the pulse oc
curred sporadically for more than one third of t he 
total observing t ime. These fluctuftt ions wero al
Wftys accompanied by a decreased and fluctuating 
signal strength of the wan ted wave . W'hen the 
,,,an ted signal remained strong and reasonably con
stant (free of th e deep fading characteristic of multi
path fading) the am pli tude of the rectified pulse 
was rem arkably constan t and records like those in 
figure 2a were ob tained . On the other hand, when 
the signal strength fell or fluctuated, the records were 
like t hose in figure 2b. 

F or reasons given in appendix 1 it 'was concluded 
that when the records were like those in figure 2a, 
which were obtained when the wanted wave was 
strong and steady, the only ray present was th at 
whieh had been reflected once in the E region. 
R ecords of this type alone were selected for ampli
tude measurement. The dep ths of impressed modu 
lation obtained at each frequency were normalized to 

I a standard disturbing power of 36 kW and plott ed 
as a function of disturbing frequency. (Some 
measurements of the depth of modulation were also 
made on records of t he type of figure 3. These agreed 
well with the main measurements.) 

During the 23 minu tes required to traverse the 
range of disturbing frequencies some multipath 
fading invariably occurred . In fact, on some nio'hts 
vir tually no useful amplitude measurements ,~ere 
ob tainable. It is usually not possible to combine 
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data ob tained at widely se pftrated t ime, because 
minor changes in the gradien t of electron density 
or in reflection heigh t produce changes in the de
tailed shape of the resonance curves. Never theless, 
there were sufficien t occasions wh en complete, or 
almost complete, resonance curves were ob tftincd. 
Examples of such curves are shown in figure 4. 

It is seen tha t these curves exhibit th e predicted 
variation with disturbing frequency and that ft 
relatively large dep th of modula tion, of the order 

• 

FIG U RE 3. Photograph of the pulse modulation impTessed on 
the wanted wave by a Tectangular distuTbing pulse. 

The lower trace shows the directly received disturbing pulse and its multiple 
echoes. 
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F IGUR E 4. Experimental curves obta'ined on various occasions, 
showing the depth of modulation impressed on the wanted 
wave as a func tion of distlbTbing fre quency. 



of 5 percent, is produced with a disturbing power 
of 36 kW. They thus confirm in detail Bailey's 
prediction of the resonance effect. The same con
clusion was reached in the brief report by Bailey 
et al. [1952] of the earlier measurements. The 
earlier measurements were made on the amplitude of 
individual pulses, like that in figure 3, and it was 
not always as easy to recognize the occurrence of 
multipath fading as it was in the present experiments. 

4. The Time Constant 1/(Gv) 

According to the conventional theory of wave 
interactio~ [Bailey and Mar~Y!l' 1934; Bailey, 1937, 
1935] the tlIDe constant descnbmg changes in electron 
collision frequency 1I is given by l /(Gv ), where G 
is a constant related to the mean fractional loss of 
energy by an electron in a collision with an air 
molecule. Thus the change in collision frequency 
produced at a point in the ionosphere by a rectangu
lar disturbing pulse of duration T varies with time as 

and as 
1-e- o,l for O<t<T 
e- O,l for T<t< 00. 

The change in absorption of the wanted wave varies 
in the same manner. The pulses of modulation 
impressed on the wanted wave should therefore 
consist of an exponential rise and decay. This has 
been found to be the case, as illustrated in figure 3. 

A number of the clearest photographs of pulses 
in which the noise level was low were very carefully 
measured and the shapes were found to be indis
tinguishable from a pure exponential. Also, no 
significant difference in exponent could be detected 
between pulses obtained in the absence or presence 
of fading, including such severe fading that the 
rectified pulse was inverted . It is shown in appendix 
1 that no difference is to be expected and for this 
r eason the measurement of GlI was not restricted 
to those occasions when there was no fading. OJ 
course, it can occasionally happen that the relative 
amplitudes and phases of the interfering components 
are such that the resultant wave is over-modulated, 
but this produces a characteristic distortion of the 
pulse shape which is very easily recognized. It 
occurred on only a very few occasions. 

In order to measure the values of Gv from a large 
number of photographs, an exponential pulse was 
generated from a rectangular pulse of 1 millisecond 
duration and of adjustable amplitude, by means of 
a simple resis tance-capaci tance network. The gener
ated pulse was displayed on an oscilloscope and was 
matched in amplitude and shape to that in the 
photographic negative. Gv was then obtained from 
the corresponding value of RO. The main limitation 
on accuracy in the determination of GlI arises from 
the presence of noise on the wanted signal. The 
uncertainty in individual measurements of GlI is of 
the order of 10 percent. 

Values of Gv were obtained from all records in 
which the noise level was sufficiently low, irrespective 

of w~ether the occurrence of fading prevented useful 
amplItude measurements from being obtained. The 
measured values of Gv lay between 650 and 1000 
sec- 1 and within these limits there was considerable 
scatte~' at any one di~turbing frequency. However, 
followmg the suggestIOn of R. A. Smith, when the 
valu~s of Gv were averaged separately for each dis
~urbmg frequen~y a vari,ati~)l1 .of Gv with disturbing 
fI:equency was found. rhlS IS shown in figure 5. 
S1l1C~ the .yath of the wanted wave is independent 
of dlsturomg frequency we conclude that this effect 
is ass.ociate.d with the fact that a larger fraction of 
the dlsturbmg energy is absorbed in the lower par t of 
the slab. at the gyrofrequency than at disturbing 
frequencIes removed from the gyrofrequency. 

We can make ~n estimate of. the order of magnitude 
of th~ scale heIght from thIS. By replotting the 
data m figure 1 to show the variation with heio'ht of 
the energy absorbed per unit volume for v~rious 
constant frequencies , it is found that its maximum 
(o~' mean) va~ue at the gyrofrequency occurs at a 
heIght approxImately 1 kilometer below that of the 
maximum (or mean) value for frequencies that are 
± 150 kc/s from the gyrofrequency. The scale 
height His 

H = - vb.h/b.v . 

From figure 5 we have that b.v/ v"'-' l /S and from the 
::bove, b.h "'-' l km. This gives H",S km: within a 
factor of about 2. The effect seen in fio'ure 5 is thus 
consistent with the known height depe~dence of the 
collision frequency at altitudes near 90 km. 

With the assumption that the time constant can 
be identified with l / Gv, we adopt the value G= 1.70 
X 10- 3 suggested in appendix 2. From figure 5 we 
see that GlI= SSO when the disturbing frequency is 
very close to the gyrofrequency. This yields 
1I = 5.2 X 105 for the collision frequency. 'l'here is 
some uncertainty about the height that this corre
sponds to but it must be where the electron density 
has a value of 100 to 400 cm- 3 and is probably close 
to 90 km. This value of collision frequency may be 
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FIG1:RE 5. Variation of Gv as a function of disturbing fre
quency . 
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compared with that obtained by extrapolating Kane's 
[1959, 1962] data to 90 km , which is 1'= 5.0 X lOb 
using the Appleton-Hartree magneto-ionic theory or 
2.4 X 105 using the generalized magneto-ionic theory. 
The agreement suggests that the assumption con
ceming the electron energy loss, discussed in appen
dix 2, IS at least approximately correct. 

5 . Appendix 1. Effects of Multipath Inter
ference Fading 

In oblique incidence transmission a wave may 
propagate from transmitter to receiver by several 
different paths. For tbe experiments described here 
it is necessary to examine tbe result of tbe simulta
neous arrival at the wanted receiver of a wave that 
has undergone a single reflection in the vicinity of 
tbe disturbed part of the E region and otber waves, 
such as those reflected once or more from the For 
E, layers , that have not traversed tbe disturbed 
part or the ionosphere. The ray that traverses the 
disturbed region acquires modulation there by inter
action; the other rays rem ain unmodulated. Inter
ference between the modulated and unmodulated 
co ntinuous waves produces a resul tant modulation 
whose ampli tude and phase depend on the r elative 
amplitudes and phases or the two components. The 
effects of simultaneous reception or modulated and 
unmodulated rays can b e seen by considering what 
happens when their RF carriers arrive (i) in ph ase, 
anlt (ii) 180 degrees out of phase. 

' Vhen the carriers arc in pha e they add, and the 
modulation depth on the resultant is less than the 
true depth or modulation impressed on the modulated 
component by in Leraction. However the pha e of 
the modulation, or for pulses, the pulse shap e, is 
un changed by the presence of the unmodulated 
component. 

'Vhen the carriers are antiphased they subtract. 
Tb ero are then three pos ibilities: 

(a) The amplitude of the unmodulaLed component 
is less than the amplitude of the modulated com
ponen t at the modulation troughs: The resultant 
modulation depth is greater than that on the modu
lated component alone, but the phase or shape of 
the modulation is unchanged. 

(b) The amplitude of the unmodulated compo
nent is greater than that of the modulated component 
at the modulation peaks: The resultant modulation 
depth may take any value. The phase of the modu
lation is shifted by 180 degrees. For pulse modula
tion this implies that the rectified signal will be 
inverted but the shape of the pulses will be otherwise 
unchanged . 

(c) The relative amplitudes of the components 
are intermediate between these in (a) and (b): The 
resultant modulation depth exceeds 100 percent, so 
that the modulation is distorted . 

It is thus seen that the true depth of the modula
tion impressed on the wanted wave can only be ob
tained when the wanted wave consists solely of the 
ray that has been reflected in the vicini ty of the dis
turbed region. On tbe other hand, except when the 
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modulation is distorted [Case (c) ], the presence of 
som e. lI~modulated component does not prevent 
meamngful meas~rement.s oJ the modulation phase, 
or pulse shape, from bewg made. 

It is interesting to note that Ratcliffe and Shaw 
[1948] meas~r~d tl~e depcnden ~e o[ LIle amplitude 
and phase 01 slnllsOldal modlllaLlOn impressed on the 
wanted ~vave ~s a fllncLion or modulation frequency 
of the dlsturbmg wave. They found that the phase 
measur:ements agr~ed much bctLer wiLh the theory 
than dId the amplItude measuremen Ls and were un
able to explain this. The observation could well be 
accounted for i.[ fl:Olll time to time in their experi
ments some sIgmficant amount of unmodulated 
wanted wave was received. 

6. Appendix 2. The Electron Energy Loss 
Relation and the Value of G for Air 

T~I\e pro~lem .of the loss of energy by electrons in 
collISIOns WIth aIr molecules has recei ved considerable 
attention in recent years bu t it cannot yet be reo'arded 
as satisfactorily resol ved. b 

It is de ir~ble, ~owever, to attempt to interpret 
the \Talu es of the tIme constant measured from the 
changes in absorption of the wanted wave. This 
will be done bY~'etaining the ori&inal hypothesis that 
the mean loss of energy by an electron 111 a collision 
is proportional to the difference between the mean 
e~ergy of the electrons and t he mean energy of the 
ttIrlllolecules. ' Vhen this ass umption is made the 
time cons.tant is identified .as the q~ttnLi.ty ~ / (Gv) , 
where G IS the constant of proportIOnalIty m the 
above hypothesis. 

Inrormation about the hypothesis and the value 
of G, if it is in fact a constant, can be obtained from 
laboratory experiments on the diffusion and drift of 
low energy elect~'ons in gases .. Unf<?l-tunately, the 
laboratory experImental data Lor a~r only extend 
down to mean electron energies that are about six 
times greater than thermal and extrapolations or 
other assumptions must be made in order to obtain 
values for the lower energies rele \rant to ionospheri c 
studies. We introduce the following symbols used 
in diffusion and drift studies: 

Qo= mean energy of agitation of a gas molecule 
Q= mean energy of agitation of an electron 
le = Q/Qo 

IlQ = mean energy lost by an electron in a collision 
with a gas molecule 

A= IlQ/ Q= mean fraction of its energy lost by 
an electron in a collision 

Z/p = ratio of applied electric field to gas press ure. 

The quantity le represents the mean electron 
energy expressed in terms of the energy of a molecule 
as umt. The product Ale represents the energy lost 
by an electron per collision, in the same units, and is 
directly related to the drift veloci ty of electrons in 
the gas. For a given gas le and Ale are each functions 
of Zip alone and may be obtained from separate 
laboratory experiments. By associating correspond-
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FIGURE 6. Experimental values fo r air of the mean energy 
lost by an electron per colhstOn, AK, as a f unction of the mean 
electron energy, K; after CTompton et al. (1953). 

The energies are in terms of the mean molecular energy as unit . The straight 
Ime corr!,sponds to the h ypothesIs that the e lectroll energy loss is proportional 
to the difference between tile electron energy and the molecular energy. 

ing v:alues of le an~ Ale J?easured at the same Zip one 
obtams Ak as a functIOn of le. The most reliable 
values of k for air are those obtained by Orompton, 
Huxley, and Sutton [1953} and, of drift velocity and 
Ak, those obtained by Nielson and Bradbury [1937}. 
The values of Ale as a function of k, for the lowest 
energies, are plott~d in figure 6. The lowest energy 
represented here IS k = 5.9, whereas the reo-ion of 
interest for ionospheric effects is near k= 1. "' 

The original hypothesis of Bailey and Martyn 
[1934],. based on measurements in air by Townsend 
and Tlzard [1913} and on the theoretical behavior 
for elastic collisions, is that the mean loss of enerO'y 
by an electron in a collision is proportional to the 
difference between the mean energy of the electrons 
and t~at of the gas molecules. The hypothesis may 
be WrItten as 

when G is the constant of proportionality. This is 
equivalent to 

Ak= G(k - 1). 

If the hypothesis is correct the graph of Ale against k 
should be a straight line which intersects the k axis 
at k = 1. In figure 6 the experimental points from 
k = 21. 7 to k = 10.5 lie very closely on a straight line 
whose extension meets the k axis at k = 1. The 
slope of this line yields for G the value of 1.70 X 10- 3 • 

(Points for k greater than about 22 lie above the line 
but this effect is presumably associated with elec
tronic excitation and is not relevant to our dis
cussion.) The fact that the five points below le = 10 .5 
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fall increasingly below the line have led to serious 
doubt about the validity of the G hypothesis for air. 
It may be noted that the greatest deviation from the 
line, shown by the lowest point, would correspond 
either to a deviation of 20 percent in the value of the 
drift velocity or a deviation of 45 percent in the 
value of le. Whether the results of fio'ure 6 either 
establish or disprove the G hypothesi~ is far from 
obvious , as indeed also is the more fundamental 
question of whether there is any thermodynamic or 
other reason to expect the hypothesis to hold for 
gases other than the rare gases. 

Data for nitrogen are available for considerably 
lower energies than those for air and arO'uments have 
been given that suggest that at very lo~ energies the 
loss of energy by electrons in collisions with oxygen 
molecules is much le~s t~an those with nitrogen , so 
that the energy loss III all' at very low energies may 
be estimated from the experimentall'esul ts for nitro
gen. On the other hand the results of Brose [1925} 
and o.f ~ealey and Kirkpatrick [1939} for oxygen at 
k"-'6 llldlCate that at thIS energy the energy loss is 
much g~'eater in oxygen that ni trogen. There is still 
uncertalllty about these questions. If, for simplicity, 
one adopts the G hypothesis for ail' as a tentative 
approximation, the best value for G would appear to 
be 1.70 X 10- 3• 

Finally, it will be recalled that there was a sug
gestion some years ago that the energy loss in air 
was proportional to (Q- QO)2. This relation was 
subsequently withdrawn because it was considered 
to conflict with deductions from the magneto-ionic 
theory. This discarded hypothesis is only mentioned 
here because it has been revived in a recent report. 
A simple argument shows that the relation cannot 
be true in the vicinity of k= 1. Because the velocity 
distribution of each set of particles, electrons and 
molecules, is MaA'Wellian or very nearly so near k= 1, 
the suggested relation is equivalent to the statement 
that the electron energy loss (or transfer of thermal 
energy) is proportional to (T- To) 2 where T is the 
electron temperature and To is the gas temperature. 
This implies that the direction of heat flow does not 
reverse when the temperature difference changes sign, 
which contradicts the second law of thermodynamics . 
The rate of energy loss by the electrons must clearly 
be an odd function of Q-Qo in the vicinity of k = 1. 

The uncertainty about the dependence of the 
electron energy loss on the electron energy constitutes 
one of the most serious problems in the theory of 
wave interaction . It is directly related to the other 
outstanding problem of the manner in which electron 
collision frequency depends on the electron energy. 
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